Case study:
Smart grid

Solution: Remote Management
Country: UK
Company: Limejump

Benefits
m Online access to energy
consumption at any time
m Predictive usage and price
analysis helps decision making
m Enables up to 20% in annual
energy savings
m Possible to generate new revenue
from £17,500* MW/Year from
“Demand Response.”

Putting the “smart” into the
Smart Grid
“The Smart Grid” is no longer a mere interesting concept,
but rather a real life-money saver for many companies and
organizations. U.K.-based Limejump is one of the companies
realizing the value of the Smart Grid by enabling their customers
to optimize their energy usage and reduce their carbon footprint.
They use Netbiter from HMS Industrial Networks to gather energy information from
their customers’ sites. Limejump offers their customers innovative ways to optimize
their energy usage. By gathering information about a company’s energy consumption,
Limejump can propose how to save money by, for example, moving certain activities
to other hours of the day when energy is less expensive.
Limejump also offers what they call “Demand Response” services. This means
that they work with the National Grid to help keep the electricity system balanced
by reducing electricity demand when the U.K. electricity system is under stress.
Businesses are paid for being able to reduce their usage at short notice. This can be
done automatically, or Limejump can inform their customers through SMS or email
alerts about the situation and they can do it themselves.

“We felt that the way the system
handles data is very stable and
we liked the flexibility of being
able to develop our own interface
through the API.”
Erik Nygard

Director, Limejump.

By optimizing energy usage, a company can cut costs substantially, but it also helps
reduce the company’s carbon footprint which is becoming a growing demand, both
due to environmental policies and tougher legislation.

The Smart Grid depends on information

In order to make energy savings, you need to know how much energy you are
consuming. But how do you get this information without physically going to read each
energy meter? Limejump found the answer in the Netbiter Remote Management
solution from HMS Industrial Networks. “We wanted to find a solution that could
extract information from all our customers’ energy meters to a central database,” says
Erik Nygård, Director at Limejump.
“Netbiter enabled us to do that and also provided us with the possibility to send data
from the energy meters via both Ethernet and the cellular network which makes it

GSM/GPRS/3G
or Ethernet

possible to connect equipment without access to Ethernet.”

How it works

A Netbiter gateway connects to a main incoming energy
meter or even to individual equipment such as heating,
ventilation, generators or CHP (Combined Heat and Power).
The gateway sends information to a central database called
Netbiter Argos.
The data can be sent via Ethernet or the cellular network
(3G/GSM/GPRS). Although it is possible to log into Netbiter
Argos to view information from the equipment directly,
Limejump has built their own application interface, using
the Netbiter API. This application interface combines data
from the customer site with weather data and market prices
that can be used by the customer to take actions to save and
make money (from Demand Response).

The results

Customers can log in to www.limejump.com at any time to
view their energy savings performance and new revenue
streams. This can drive up to 20% in annual savings and from
£17,500*/MegaWatt/Year of new revenue from Demand
Response per year. “We really liked how the Netbiter system
handles information,” says Erik Nygard.
“We automatically pull data out from the system using
the Netbiter API which populate our Energy Management
platform. This enables us and our customers to see the exact
power consumption at any given time and use historical data
to generate reports and statistics which are the basis for
energy optimization.”

An example:
A Netbiter gateway is connected to a generator
giving the customer online information about
its energy consumption at www.limejump.com.
The customer can also turn the generator up/
down or even on/off enabling participation in
Demand Response programs with very little manual
intervention. Limejump always ensures that the
customer remains in full control and define strict
operating conditions for their equipment.

Quick setup

Netbiter has given Limejump a secure and easy way to
gather information from their customers’ sites. When a
customer decides to use Limejump’s energy management
services, Limejump will arrange for a Netbiter gateway to be
connected to the customer’s equipment. Once the Netbiter
unit is in place, Limejump and the customer can access online
information about their energy consumption. If a business
already has Netbiter installed, they can get started right away
by registering a Limejump account online.

ROI in about a month

The return on investment for the remote management
solution is quick. Limejump estimates that for their smaller
customers, it takes about 1-3 months for the energy savings
and demand response revenue to equal the costs for the
Netbiter solution. For the larger customers, the ROI is almost
immediate as they start saving large amounts of money and
generating new revenue from day one.
“Netbiter has provided us with an easy way to gather the
information which is the basis of our offering. We felt that
the way the system handles data is very stable and we liked
the flexibility of being able to develop our own interface
through the API,” concludes Erik Nygard.
* This figure is dependent on market prices.
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